In the minimal weight/volume design of multistage gear drives, both the dimensional and layout parameters of gear pairs have a direct effect on the design result. A new optimization model that can carry out both dimensional-and layoutconstrained optimization design for any number of stages of cylindrical gear drives simultaneously is proposed. e optimization design of a three-stage cylindrical gear drive is conducted as a design example to test the application of this model. In the attempt to solve this constrained optimization problem using an elitist genetic algorithm (GA), different constraint handling methods have a crucial effect on the optimal results. us, the results obtained by applying three typical constraint handling methods in GA one by one are analyzed and compared to figure out which one performs the best and find the optimal solution. Moreover, a more precise projection center distance (PCD) method to calculate the degree of interference constraint violation is proposed and compared with the usually used (0, 1) method. e results show that the proposed PCD method is a better one.
Introduction
e desire for designing multistage gear drives (MSGD) has been increased with the increasing need of highspeed-reduction ratio gear drives. Different from a single gear pair design, the tasks of MSGD design include the decision of transmission stages, the dimensional design of gear drive elements, and how to lay out them properly while satisfying various spatial constraints [1, 2] . All of these tasks are coupled with each other and involve numerous nonlinear formulations and various types of coefficients and variables based on recommended gear standards during the design process. It makes conventional trial and error methods a very complex and timeconsuming activity and often ends up with a suboptimal or inadequate solution [3, 4] . e optimal design can be seen as a systematic or automatic design method for its ability to integrate the whole design process all in one with the aid of evolutionary algorithms. Meanwhile, an approximately optimal solution can be achieved, that is why optimal design methodology has been more and more widely used in gear drives design, especially during the preliminary design stage [5, 6] . Now, most of researchers focused their studies on dimensional optimization design problem that also called the minimal weight/volume design problem of gear drives. Yokota et al. formulated an optimal weight design problem of gear drive for a constrained bending strength of gear, torsion strength of shafts, and each gear dimension as a nonlinear integer programming (NIP) problem and then solved it by genetic algorithms (GAs) [7] . Savsani et al. employed particle swarm optimization, simulated annealing algorithms to solve the same optimization problem, and got some better results [8] . To obtain the optimal dimensions for gearbox, shaft, gear, and the optimal rolling bearing, Mendi et al. studied the dimensional optimization of motion and force transmitting components of a gearbox [9] . By choosing different values for the input power, gear ratio, and hardness of gears, Golabi et al. presented the practical graphs of optimization results. rough these graphs, all the necessary parameters of gearbox such as number of stages, modules, face width of gears, and shaft diameter can be derived [10] . e above research ignores the fact that the layouts including axis layout and orientation layout of gear drive components have a directly effect on the size of gearbox, and a proper layout can make the gearbox smaller and more compact. For instance, Figure 1 shows two possible axis layouts and orientation layouts of a three-stage gear drive and their effect on the size (i.e., length L Box , width W Box , and height H Box ) of gearbox. Chong et al. proposed a generalized methodology that contains four steps to integrate the dimensional and layout design process. In their study, the dimension and layout of gear components are obtained in separated steps, and these steps need to be iterated with each other to get the optimal dimension and layout of the gear components, which is a little bit complicated [11] . erefore, the key issue of this paper is to propose and formulate an optimization model that can conduct the dimensional and layout optimization design of multistage cylindrical gear drives simultaneously. Comparing with other optimization methods, e.g., particle swarm optimization (PSO) method, the algorithmic process of genetic algorithm (GA) is a little complex. is is because GA needs variable encoding and genetic operators to transform the solution space of an actual problem into the searching space of GA. However, GA has been widely used in the optimization problem of gears and gearbox and proved itself to be working well and stable. us, GA was selected as the optimization method in this study. Furthermore, the objective in the optimization problem of this study is to minimize the overall volume of gear drives. e formulas of the proposed model are given in a general way so that they are applicable to any stages of cylindrical gear drive. e rest of this article is outlined as follows. Section 2 describes the formulas of design variables, objective function, and constraints. A proposed projection center distance (PCD) method to calculate the degree of the interference constraint violation is also introduced in this section. Section 3 describes some specific comments on the used elitism genetic algorithm (GA). In Section 4, the proposed optimization model is applied to the redesign task of a three-stage external spur gear drive, and a comparative analysis to the obtained optimization results is given. Some concluding remarks are made in Section 5.
Formulation of the Optimization Model

Design Variables.
e design variables that are going to be optimized include two types of parameters of gear pairs and shafts: dimensional parameters that describe their basic geometry size and layout parameters that describe their position in three-dimensional space. e dimensional parameters consist of the number of teeth on pinion and wheels z p , z w , normal module m n , face width coefficient ψ, and shaft diameter d sh . e layout parameters consist of location parameter L and orientation parameter θ.
e definitions of them are associated with the definition of global coordinate system (GCS). In this paper, the GCS, as shown in Figure 2 , of a multistage gear drive is defined as follows: (I) the coordinate origin of GCS is located on the pinion axis of the first-stage gear pair; (II) the Y-axis of GCS is coaxial with the pinion axis of the first-stage gear pair; (III) the X-axis and Z-axis of GCS are parallel to the long edge and high edge of the gearbox, respectively, where the geometric shape of gearbox is assumed to be cuboid. en, the location parameter L is defined as the distance between the pinion geometry center of a gear pair and the XOZ plane of GCS. In Figure 2 , L 1 and L 2 are the location parameters of firststage and second-stage gear pairs to the two-stage gear drive, respectively. Based on location parameters, the position of gear pairs on the shafts and the relative position of two gear pairs can be determined. e orientation parameter θ is defined as the angle at which the gear pair turns around its pinion axis. e range of θ is [0 ∘ , 360 ∘ ]. When the value of θ equals 0°or 360 ∘ , the vector O p,i O w,i ��������→ will be at the same direction with X-axis of GCS. Here, O p,i and O w,i are the geometry center of the i th -stage gear pair's pinion and wheel, respectively. For instance,θ 1 and θ 2 in Figure 2 are the orientation parameters of first-stage and second-stage gear pairs. Based on above statements, the design variables x → to the dimensional and layout optimization design of an M-stage gear drive are
where M is a positive integer number that represents the number of stages of a gear drive. us, the number of design variables to an M-stage gear drive is 7M + 1.
Objective Function.
e minimization of the overall material volume of a gear drive, which is mainly made up by the material volume of gear pairs, shafts, and gearbox, is the optimization objective of this study. e formula of objective function for an M-stage gear drive is
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where Figure 2 ), respectively. Furthermore, Δ l , Δ w , and Δ h are the minimum gaps permitted for the bounding box and the inner wall of the gearbox in the length, width, and height directions, respectively. e values of them are set to 10 mm in this study.
Δ t is the thickness of the gearbox, and the value of it is set to 8 mm in this study. Equation (4) reveals that the values of L Box , W Box , and H Box are associated with the values of L net , W net , and H net . e value of W net can be easily calculated by the location parameter L i and face width B i of the i th -stage gear pair. For instance, W net of the two-stage gear drive in Figure 2 is W net � (L 1 + B 1 /2) − (L 2 − B 2 /2). To induce a formula to calculate the values of L net and H net for an M-stage gear drive, 8 edge-points P i,k (k � 1, 2, . . . , 8; i � 1, 2, . . . , M) on the addendum circles of each gear pair are defined. Figure 3 (a) displays the edge-points P k,i on the addendum circles of i th -stage gear pair. An important character of the edge-points to the i th -stage gear pair is that the lines P i,3 P i,1 and P i,7 P i,5 are always parallel to the X-axis of GCS, while the lines P i,2 P i,4 and P i,6 P i, 8 are always parallel to the Z-axis of GCS, whatever the value of θ i is. In an M-stage gear drive, there will be 8M edge-points. According to the character mentioned above, the left-boundary, right-boundary, upperboundary, and lower-boundary of the bounding box of an Mstage gear drive are always tangent to one of the 8M edgepoints, respectively. For instance, the left-boundary, rightboundary, upper-boundary, and lower-boundary to the bounding box of a two-stage gear drive in Figure 3 (b) are tangent to the edge-points P 1,3 , P 2,5 , P 1,6 , and P Figure 2 : Definitions of global coordinate system, layout parameters, gearbox, and bounding box of multistage gear drives with a two-stage gear drive acting as an example. 4 Mathematical Problems in Engineering
where P x i,k and P z i,k are the X-coordinate and Z-coordinate of the k th -edge point on i th -stage gear pair P k,i , respectively, and
where d pa,i and d wa,i are the addendum circle diameters of pinion and wheel of i th -stage gear pair, respectively. O p,i and O w,i are the geometry centers of pinion and wheel of i th -stage gear, respectively, and the global coordinates of them can be calculated by
where a i is the center distance of i th -stage gear pair, and
2.3. Constraints. In this study, the constraints are divided into three major types: transmission ratio constraint, stress constraint, and interference constraint. e formats of all the Lines P i,3 P i,1 and P i,7 P i,5 parallel to X-axis of global coordinate system; Lines P i,2 P i, 4 and P i,6 P i,8 parallel to Z-axis of global coordinate system;
Addendum circle of pinion
Bounding box
Upper-boundary tangent to P 1, 6 Leboundary tangent to P 1, 3 Lower-boundary tangent to constraints' formulas are given by the way of their constraint violations.
Transmission Ratio Constraint.
ere are two aspects of meanings to the transmission ratio constraint. e first is that the gear ratio of i th -stage gear pair u i in a gear drive should lie in a proper range [u l i , u u i ], where u l i is the lower limit of u i and u u i is the upper limit. is range reveals the ability of how much a specific type of gear pair can reduce the speed transferred through it, and it can be achieved through the design standard employed or by experience. e formulas to this constraint are expressed as
) are the degree of lower-limit and upper-limit constraint violations of u i , respectively. e second is that the gearbox ratio of a gear drive calculated by the generated design variables in the optimization process U cal should be equal to the user-defined gearbox ratio U def , or at least within a designated percentage (e.g., 3%). is constraint makes sure that the output speed of a gear drive can satisfy user's desire, and the degree of its constraint violation g u a ( x → ) is
When designing a gear pair or shaft, the stress constraints are the most important or basic constraints the designer should keep in mind. Here, the stress constraints of gear pairs refer to the contact strength and bending strength constraint. e formulas used to calculate the constraint violations of them come from the International Standards ISO 6336-2 and ISO 6336- 3 (1996) and can be expressed as
are the degree of contact strength and bending strength constraint violations of the i th -stage gear pair, respectively. e explanations of the factors in above equations are illustrated in Nomenclature. e torsion theory is adopted to approximately estimate the strength of shafts. It is assumed that all the shafts are solid, so the degree of stress constraint violations of them is
where T j is the torque acting in the j th rated shaft cross section, and [τ] is the allowable stress on the torsion.
Interference Constraint.
ere are two types of interference constraint, i.e., gear pair interference constraint and shaft interference constraint. A projection method is adopted to check whether two components (gear pair or shaft) in a gear drive interfere with each other. e principle of this method is that when two components interfere with each other, all the projections of them on three coordinate planes have overlap regions [12] . Usually, the (0, 1) method is adopted to evaluate the degree of interference constraint violation (DOICV). is method supposes that when two components interfere with each other, the DOICV is 1; otherwise, it is 0 [13] . However, it should be noticed that the overlap regions under different interference circumstances may not be equal and that makes this method a little inaccurate. erefore, a more precise 6
Mathematical Problems in Engineering method named as projection center distance (PCD) method is proposed. e steps to calculate the DOICV of two components based on PCD method are as follows:
(1) Project the two components on the three two-dimensional coordinate planes, i.e., XOY plane, XOZ plane, and YOZ plane, respectively (2) Calculate the PCD of two components on each twodimensional coordinate plane (3) Calculate the DOICV of two components on each two-dimensional coordinate plane based on their PCD and geometry dimensions (4) e DOICV of two components in three-dimensional space is the sum of their DOICVs on each twodimensional coordinate plane en, the formulas to calculate the DOICV of gear pair interference constraint and shaft interference constraint based on PCD method are presented below.
(1) Gear Pair Interference Constraint. e gear pair interference constraint refers to the interference between two gear pairs. e interference circumstances of two gear pairs' projections on different coordinate planes are diverse. Nevertheless, they can be assembled by some basic interference types. Figure 4 illustrates the four basic interference types of i th -stage and j th -stage gear pairs' projections on XOZ plane. ey are named in turn from (a) to (d) as W 2 , WP, P 2 , and PW and refer to the interference between the addendum circles of wheel_i and wheel_j, wheel_i and pinion_j, pin-ion_i and pinion_j, and pinion_i and wheel_j, respectively. Based on these four basic interference types, other kinds of interference types can be assembled. For example, the interference type (W 2 , P 2 ), which means wheel_i and wheel_j, pinion_i and pinion_j interfere with each other simultaneously, is assembled by interference types of W 2 and P 2 .
In Figure 4 ,
ij , and d pw ij are the PCDs of the four basic interference types, respectively. e values of them can be calculated by 
where
where δ xz is the minimal permitted distance between the two gear pairs' projection on XOZ plane. e value of it is set to 10 mm in this study. Figure 5 illustrates one instance to the interference between two gear pairs' projections on XOY plane. It can be found that the graphs of ), can be expressed as
where δ xy is the minimal permitted distance between the two gear pairs' projection on XOY plane, and the value of it is set to 10 mm in this study. Figure 4 : Four basic interference types between the projections of i th -stage and j th -stage gear pairs on XOZ plane. 8 Mathematical Problems in Engineering if,
e situation of the interference between two gear pairs' projections on YOZ plane is similar to the situation of XOY plane, so it will not be discussed anymore in this article. Let ) in three-dimensional space are shown in equation (19) .
(2) Shaft Interference Constraint. e shaft interference constraint refers to the interference between a gear pair and a shaft. In this kind of interference, it is only needed to check whether the projections on XOZ plane of a gear pair and a shaft interfere with each other. Similarly, there exist two basic interference types, i.e., WS type and PS type, as shown in Figure 6 . Here, O s,j is the projection center of the j th shaft's projection on XOZ plane. ) can be expressed as
where g ps ij ( x → ) and g ws ij ( x → ) are the DOICVs of PS type and WS type, respectively, and the values of them can be calculated by
where δ s is the minimal permitted distance between the projections of a gear pair and a shaft on XOZ plane, and the value of it is set to 10 mm in this study.
Specific Comments on the Used Genetic Algorithm
Algorithm Flow and Genetic
Operators. Genetic algorithm (GA) starts with randomly generating an initial population of individuals, and then a self-adaptive iterative search progress is going on generation after generation to find out the optimal solution [14] . In this study, an elitist GA is adopted, and its flowchart is shown in Figure 7 (a). e basic character of it is a CombinePop that is formed by combining parent population and offspring population, and then the elitisms are picked up according to a certain probability λ from CombinePop by ExtractPop procedure. A MATLAB program is developed by Figure 7 (a). To make this program adapts to the dimensional and layout optimization problem for any number of stages of cylindrical gear drives, the flowchart of the evaluation procedure is presented in Figure 7 (b). Here, Figure 7 (b) is a supplementary description of the steps "Evaluate initial population by fitness function" and "Evaluate CombinePop by fitness function" in Figure 7 (a). It means that when these two steps are run, the flowchart of Figure 7 (b) will be used. In Figure 7 (b), M is a positive number that denotes the number of stages of the gear drive. G( x → ) is the constraint violation of an individual, and the value of it equals the sum of constraint violations of the constraints presented in Section 2.3. us, the formula to calculate it can be expressed by
e genetic operators refer to the selection operator, crossover operator, and mutation operator. A wide variety of types to these three operators exists. In this study, the binary tournament selection operator is adopted and proved itself to be working well. e crossover operator and mutation operator adopted are arithmetic crossover operator and Gaussian mutation operator.
Variables Encoding.
e variables encoding is the process to transform the solution space of an actual problem into the searching space of GA. In the running process of GA, it does not manipulate the design variables directly, but exerts genetic operations of selection, crossover, and mutation to the genes to realize the aim of optimization [15, 16] . A design variable is usually encoded by one or several genes according to the encoding methods adopted. In this study, a hybrid encoding method for integer-point and float-point is adopted.
is method uses an integer number or float number to construct genes. e encoding of design variables x → (see equation (1)) is illustrated in Table 1 with the range (upper limit and lower limit) of them. Particularly, the type of normal module m n,i is discrete float, and the value of it comes from ISO Standard as set {1, 1.25, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8} shows.
Constraint Handling Methods and Fitness Functions.
e evolutionary algorithms including GA are essentially unconstrained optimization algorithms. erefore, when dealing with the constraint optimization problem by GA, the first task is to transform it into unconstraint optimization problem by building up the fitness function to combine the objective function with constraints. Many researchers in the field of computer algorithms have put forward numerous methods to conduct this transformation and construct various types of fitness functions [17] [18] [19] . However, when facing up a specific problem, some of these methods may work well, while others may not [20] . is fact gives us an eagerness to figure out which one performs the best in our problem. us, three typical constraint handling methods, i.e., static penalty (SP) method [21] , the second generation of self-organizing adaptive penalty strategy (SOAPS-II) [22] , and an addition of ranking (AR) method [23] , are chosen and compared with each other in this study. e formulas to construct the fitness functions based on these methods are presented below.
Static Penalty Method.
e static penalty (SP) method is definitely the most classical and popular constraint handling method, for its understanding and implementation simplicity. When applying it in GA to solve our optimization problem, the fitness function P SP ( x → ) can be expressed by
where ω is the penalty factor. e performance of SP method mainly depends on the value of ω. For now, the most commonly used values of ω are 2 n and 10 n (n � − 1, 0, 1, 2). Both of these values have been tested in our optimization problem, and 2 n (n � − 1, 0, 1, 2) performed better. at is why ω � 2 n (n � − 1, 0, 1, 2) is used in SP method to compare with other constraint handling methods.
e Second Generation of Self-Organizing Adaptive Penalty Strategy.
e basic character of SOAPS-II is that the values of penalty factors for each constraint are independent and automatically determined according to design population distributions.
is is also the biggest difference between SOAPS-II and SP method. e fitness function of SOAPS-II is defined as
where F BASE is the minimum objection value of all feasible solutions in the population of q th generation. If there is no feasible solution in that population, F BASE equals objection function value of the solution with the smallest amount of constraint violations. G max is the number of max generation. r q j and f q j are the penalty factor and percentage of feasible solutions of j th constraint at the q th generation, respectively. In equation (28), when q � 0, the initial value of r q j , i.e., r 0 j , can be calculated by 
where MID 1 obj,feasible,j and MID 1 obj,infeasible,j are the median of the objective function values of all solutions in the initial population which are feasible and infeasible to the j th constraint, respectively. MID 1 cons,j is the median of all constraint violations to the j th constraint in the initial population. 
An Addition of Ranking Method.
Differing from the SP method and SOAPS-II, the addition of ranking (AR) method takes not only the value of objective function F( x → ) and the degree of constraint violation of an individual into consideration to construct the fitness function, but also the number of constraints that are not satisfied. It ranks the individuals with respect to these three terms independently. e ranking numbers of them are represented by R f , R s , and R v , respectively. Clearly, R f , R s , and R v are in the same order of magnitude, and each ranges from 1 to N pop (the size of population). Considering the different distributions of feasible and infeasible individuals in the population, the fitness function of AR method is
if all the individuals in the population are infeasible,
Design Example
In this section, the proposed optimization model is applied to the dimensional and layout optimization design of an existing three-stage external spur gear drive. rough this design example, the applicability of the proposed optimization model will be tested. Meanwhile, the SP, SOAPS-II, and AR constraint handling methods will be applied in GA one by one to test their performance on the optimization problem. e comparison between the proposed PCD method and (0, 1) method to calculate the DOICV will be conducted and presented. Table 2 shows the design specifications of the existing three-stage external spur gear drive. ese specifications will also be used in the optimization design procedure. According to the design specifications, the gear pairs and shafts of the existing gear drive were designed by the conventional trial and error methods presented in Springer Handbook of Mechanical Engineering [24] . e dimensional parameters of the existing gear drive are illustrated in Table 3 . e layout of the existing gear drive is shown in Figure 8 . It is a kind of expanded layout style and does not take the effect of orientation parameter on the volume of bounding box into consideration.
Design Specifications and Dimension and Layout of Existing Gear Drive.
Optimization Results and Discussion.
In the dimensional and layout optimization problem of the three-stage gear drive, nine different test cases were done by applying three different constraint handling methods (i.e., SP, SOAPS, and RM methods) and two different calculation methods of DOICV (i.e., (0,1) method and PCD method) in GA, respectively. To each type of test cases, GA was run with the same values of design specifications (see Table 2 ). Meanwhile, the population size and max generation were fixed to 10N var � 220 and 800, respectively, and the crossover and mutation rate were fixed to 0.7 and 0.1, respectively. e proportion of elitisms λ was fixed to 0.2. Since GA is a stochastic method, its results have to be analyzed in terms of repeatability. So, for each type of test cases, the GA has been run 30 times repeatedly. e obtained optimization results of the nine test cases are summarized and presented in Table 4 . In that table, the first column lists the names (from Case 1 to Case 9) of the nine test cases. e number of infeasible solutions column lists the number of runs out of 30 repeat GA runs that cannot find a feasible solution in the final generation.
e Best, Average, and Worst columns list the minimum, average, and maximum objective function values within the feasible optimization solutions found by 30 repeat GA runs for each test case, respectively.
As shown in the rows Case 1 to Case 4 of Table 4 , four different penalty factors, i.e., ω � 2 − 1 , 2 0 , 2 1 , 2 2 , for SP constraint handling methods with PCD method to calculate the DOICV were tested. When ω � 2 − 1 (Case 1), no feasible solution was found out of 30 GA runs. As for the other three cases, i.e., Case 2 to Case 4, all of them can find a feasible solution in the final generation of each GA run. Yet, after comparing the values of Best, Average, and Worst columns of these three cases, ω � 2 0 (Case 1) performed the best. Comparing the Best, Average, and Worst columns of Case 6 and Case 8 with Case 4, it is clearly that Case 6 and Case 8 consistently discover better final designs than Case 4. Besides, Case 8 has the best performance in every item being compared. Similarly, comparing the same items of Case 9 with Case 5 and Case 7, Case 9 also performed the best in these three cases. Since the RM constraint handling method was adopted in test cases Case 8 and Case 9, it is believed that the RM constraint handing method is better than the other twos in handling the constraints in the optimization problem tested.
In the test cases Case 4, Case 6, and Case 8, the (0, 1) method was used to calculate the DOICV with SP (ω � 2 0 ), while SOAPS-II and RM methods were used to handle the constraints, respectively. In the test cases Case 5, Case 7, and Case 9, the proposed PCD method was used to calculate the DOICV with SP (ω � 2 0 ), while SOAPS-II and RM methods were used to handle the constraints, respectively. Figure 9 shows the convergence histories of these six test cases. In that figure, the vertical axis represents the minimum objective function values of the feasible solutions at any given generation from the corresponding 30 repeat GA runs. At the end of 800 generations, these values will be actually identical to the corresponding values under the Best, Average, and Worst columns of Table 4 . As shown in Figure 9 , the convergence curves of PCD methods produced a more effective convergence history than the corresponding convergence Mathematical Problems in Engineering Table 4 . us, it is believed that the paper's proposed PCD method is better than the (0, 1) method to calculate the DOICV in the optimization problem. ese three optimized solutions are the best-found solutions in runs where SP, SOAPS-II, and RM methods were applied in GA, respectively. Based on their optimized parameters, the layout and size of gearbox of them are presented in Figure 10 . Since the Best solution of Case 8 has the smallest optimized value of objective function F( x → ), it is identified as the optimal solution in all the test cases of the optimization problem. Table 6 illustrates the comparison results of the volumes between the existing gear drive and the Best solutions of Case 4, Case 6, and Case 8. Four different volume items of the gear drive were compared, and they are the sum of volume of gear pairs 3 i�1 V gearpair,i , the sum of shaft volumes 3 j�1 V shaft,j , the volume of gearbox V GearBox , and the volume of optimized objective function F( x → ). e comparison results show that all four volume items to the three Best solutions were reduced compared with the existing gear drive. It reveals that the proposed optimization model does realize the object of optimizing the dimensional and layout parameters of multistage cylindrical gear drive simultaneously.
Conclusions
is paper proposed a new optimization model that can carry out the dimensional and layout optimization design for any series of cylindrical gear drives simultaneously. To verify the applicability of this model, it has been applied to the dimensional and layout optimization problem of an existing three-stage gear drive solved by an elitism GA. A comparative analysis to the results obtained by GA has been given and the conclusions can be summarized as follows:
(1) e proposed model has been proved to be able to optimize the dimensional and layout parameters of the existing three-stage spur gear drive simultaneously. e comparison of the volumes of the obtained optimized solutions and the existing gear drive has been conducted. e results show that the volumes of the gear pairs, shafts, and gearbox as well as the overall volume have been reduced dramatically compared with the existing gear drive. (2) ree typical constraint handling methods, i.e., the static penalty (SP) method, the second generation of self-organizing adaptive penalty strategy (SOAPS-II), and an addition of ranking (AR) method, have been applied in GA one by one to deal with the constraints in the optimization problem. For each of them, GA has been run 30 repeat times with the same design specifications and coefficients. e obtained results of them have been summarized in terms of Infeasible and the Best, Average, and Worst values of the optimized objective function. After comparing the values of these terms, it is believed that AR method performs the best and finds the optimal solution. (3) Considering the fact that the overlap regions under different interference situations between two components (i.e., two gear pairs or a gear pair and shaft) may not be equal, the paper proposed a projection center distance (PCD) method to calculation the degree of interference constraint violation (DOICV). After comparing the results of it with the results of (0, 1) method, the PCD method is proved to be able to find better solutions. 
